Programme details as at 20 Oct 2021 – further details will be added.
Full programme synopsis and speaker details on Event Platform.

The Resilience Hub
at COP26
Register with the Event Platform – see link at www.cop-resilience-hub.org
Star your favourite events and add them to your calendar using the link
Once registered you can access the event live streams as events open
Supporting resources and networking are also provided via the platform

Monday 1st November 2021 (p1 of 1)
10.00am-11.45am (GMT) Opening and Welcome to
Resilience Hub - Reimagining our climate journey from
knowledge to action.

This intensely interactive session asks “Let’s genuinely examine what it takes to
really help others notice, care and act”. Convened by the Resilience Hub in
conjunction with the Development & Climate Days. Hosted by: Red Cross Red
Crescent Climate Centre, Artist for Impact at the Lloyd’s Register Foundation, Global
Resilience Partnership. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

12.00pm-13.00pm (GMT) Windows on Resilience – the
daily show you won’t want to miss.

Grab a coffee, bring your breakfast, spend some time with us reflecting on the
conference. Featuring the Daily COPpuccino with a resilience pioneer, live interview
on news of the day, round up of the pick of COP on adaptation and resilience, and
from Glasgow and Regional Hubs. Hosted by: Adrienne Arsht Rockefeller
Foundation Resilience Center at the Atlantic Council, Global Resilience Partnership,
The Resilience Shift [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

13.00pm-14.30pm (GMT) Climate and Disaster Risk
Finance and Insurance: what works and what doesn’t? A
strategic evidence roadmap.

What have we learned from the implementation of Climate and Disaster Risk
Finance and Insurance (CDRFI). Where do we go from here? Hosted by:
InsuResilience global Partnership, Feed the Future Innovation Lab for Markets, Risk
and Resilience, Munich Climate Insurance Initiative. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual
platform]

15.00pm-16.30pm (GMT) A global tour of local
government authorities implementing an inclusive locallyled adaptation
Explore how local government authorities have been leading climate adaptation
around the world with examples from Cambodia, Zambia, Nepal, Bangladesh, The
Gambia, Mozambique, Mali, Senegal, and others. Hosted by: CIF (Climate
Investment Funds) & iDE (International Development Enterprises) & IIED
(International Institute for Environment and Development) UNCDF Local Climate
Adaptive Living facility (LoCAL). [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

17.00pm-18.30pm (GMT) Advancing climate finance in
fragile and conflict affected contexts

The risk of climate change impacts will not be the same in every country, community
or system. How do we ensure that vulnerable populations in fragile and conflict
affected contexts are effectively supported by climate finance. Hosted by: FCDO,
Supporting Pastoralism and Agriculture in Recurrent and Protracted Crises
(SPARC), Overseas Development Institute. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

19.00pm-20.30pm (GMT) Resilience Hub Opening
Reception and Launch of CCRI Digital Art Exhibition

The CCRI's Art + Resilience exhibition combines both art and interactive data to
deliver a powerful message about the climate emergency and its consequences.
Hosted by: Resilience Knowledge Coalition (GRP), The Resilience Shift, Adrienne
Arsht Rockefeller Foundation Resilience Center at the Atlantic Council, Willis Towers
Watson, Coalition for Climate Resilient Investment [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual
platform]

Tuesday 2nd November 2021 (p1 of 1)
8.00am-9.00am (GMT) Windows on Resilience

Grab a coffee, bring your breakfast, spend some time with us reflecting on the
conference. Featuring the Daily COPpuccino with a resilience pioneer, live interview
on news of the day, round up of the pick of COP on adaptation and resilience, and
from Glasgow and Regional Hubs. Hosted by: Adrienne Arsht Rockefeller
Foundation Resilience Center at the Atlantic Council, Global Resilience Partnership,
The Resilience Shift [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

9.15am-10.45am (GMT) Risk matters: making resilience
add up in a net zero transition.

Will net zero targets naturally result in a climate resilient world? Exploring impactful
new methods & financial tools for risk quantification, and their implementation.
Hosted by: Willis Towers Watson. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

11.15am-12.45pm (GMT) Integrating resilience into
investment decision making.

Insights from infrastructure case studies of different regions into how to integrate
climate resilience into infrastructure assets. Hosted by: Coalition for Climate
Resilient Investment (CCRI), Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI),
Climate Sense Infrastructure Operators Adaptation Forum (IOAF), University of
Birmingham. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

13.15pm-14.45pm (GMT) A culture of resilience: Climate
Heritage Network Race to Resilience Campaign

Culture-based strategies for pursuing a resilient world. Hosted by: Climate Heritage
Network; African World Heritage Fund; California Office of Historic Preservation;
Historic England; Historic Environment Scotland; Indian National Trust for Art and
Cultural Heritage; Instituto Metropolitano de Patrimonio de Quito; National Trust of
South Australia; City of San Antonio, Texas; UCLG Culture Committee. [Blue Zone
Hall 5 or virtual platform]

15.30pm-16.45pm (GMT) Champion Mayors for heat
action

This session will feature mayors who have shown extraordinary global leadership in
addressing extreme heat in urban areas. Hosted by: Extreme Heat Resilience
Alliance. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

17.15pm-18.45pm (GMT) Adaptation Action Coalition –
mobilizing adaptation action in partnership

This session will feature mayors who have shown extraordinary global leadership in
addressing extreme heat in urban areas. Hosted by: Extreme Heat Resilience
Alliance. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

19.00pm-20.30pm (GMT) Reception - Mobilizing private
finance for resilience
Hosted by: Deloitte and WSP
[Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

1) REGISTER ON THE PLATFORM
2) ADD EVENTS TO YOUR CALENDAR
3) WATCH THE LIVE STREAM

Wednesday 3rd November 2021 (p1 of 2)
12.00am-1.30am (GMT) Building financial resilience in the
Pacific

Increasing resilience, innovative approaches in Small Island Developing States
(SIDS), with Pacific Catastrophe Risk Insurance Company and Pacific Islands Forum
Secretariat. Hosted by: United Nations University Institute for Environment and
Human Security (UNU-EHS), United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF),
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). [Regional Event VIrtual]

8.00am-9.30am (GMT) Anticipatory action for drought:
making a difference for pastoralists and farmers in the
Horn of Africa

Speakers share insights on what to do differently for anticipatory action to be
effective in fragile, conflict-affected contexts. Hosted by: Overseas Development
Institute (ODI); REAP, WTW, GNDR, UNDRR. [Regional Event VIrtual]

8.00am-9.00am (GMT) Windows on Resilience

Grab a coffee, bring your breakfast, spend some time with us reflecting on the
conference. Featuring the Daily COPpuccino with a resilience pioneer, live interview
on news of the day, round up of the pick of COP on adaptation and resilience, and
from Glasgow and Regional Hubs. Hosted by: Adrienne Arsht Rockefeller
Foundation Resilience Center at the Atlantic Council, Global Resilience Partnership,
The Resilience Shift [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

9.00am-10.30am (GMT) Beyond carbon: a new way to
measure climate risk and value resilience

Exploring how climate risks transfer through the economy and end up on the
government balance sheet, hindering options to manage their transition to a low
carbon and resilient economy and implement adaptation measures. Hosted by: Willis
Towers Watson. [Glasgow Caledonian University]

9.15am-10.45am (GMT) Pathways to finance –
challenges and opportunities for financing locally led
adaptation

This session invites those accessing climate finance for LLA to add their
experiences on successful enablers and what needs to change. Hosted by:
International Centre for Climate Change and Development (ICCCAD), International
Institute for Environment and Development (IIED). [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual
platform]

11.15am-12.45pm (GMT) High level dialogue: How can
governments from Africa, Asia and Latin America
increase funding for resilience through their national
budgets?

This session explores domestic financing sources and mechanisms that
governments can channel through the national budget to finance climate resilience.
Hosted by: Collaborative Africa Budget Reform Initiative (CABRI), International
Institute for Environment and Development (IIED). [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual
platform]

13.15pm-14.45pm (GMT) High level dialogue: What are
the benefits for debtors governments and creditors from
large scale debt for climate and nature swaps?

Large scale debt swaps for climate and nature can provide fiscal space and address
the climate financing gap across developing countries, expanding investment in
renewable energy, marine and terrestrial conservation and land restoration. Hosted
by: International Institute for Environment and Development, IDRC.[Blue Zone Hall
5 or virtual platform]

Wednesday 3rd November 2021 (p2 of 2)
14.00pm-15.30pm (GMT) Money where it matters:
financing nature at the local level

From the Africa Regional Hub. More information to come. [Regional Event VIrtual]

15.15pm-16.45pm (GMT) Adaptation & Resilience
Solutions: The investment opportunity to grow

Showcasing the growing market of early stage companies offering innovative climate
adaptation and resilience solutions in developing and emerging markets – Africa,
Asia and Latin America. It will also show how investors and innovators are helping
them to grow. Hosted by: Climate-KIC, CDC Group, BFA Global, Resilience
Knowledge Coalition (GRP) [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

17.15pm-18.45pm (GMT) Local action to global policies:
gateways and gaps.

Those most vulnerable to climate change are the least heard in global policy
debates. What messages must we send to governments meeting at COP 26 to
ensure that local actions and global policies are better aligned. Hosted by: Huairou
Commission, International Institute for Environment and Development, Women's
Climate Centers International (WCCI). [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

19.00pm-20.30pm (GMT) – Reception - Collaborating to
accelerate private investments in climate adaptation and
resilience

The event, developed in partnership with the other members of the DFIs+ Adaptation
and Resilience Collaborative, will support the UK Presidency's goals of adaptation,
finance and collaboration. Hosted by: FCDO, Global Center on Adaptation, CDC
Group. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

-

Windows on Resilience
The daily round up you
won’t want to miss

Thursday 4th November 2021 (p1 of 2)
8.00am-9.00am (GMT) Windows on Resilience

Grab a coffee, bring your breakfast, spend some time with us reflecting on the
conference. Featuring the Daily COPpuccino with a resilience pioneer, live interview
on news of the day, round up of the pick of COP on adaptation and resilience, and
from Glasgow and Regional Hubs. Hosted by: Adrienne Arsht Rockefeller
Foundation Resilience Center at the Atlantic Council, Global Resilience Partnership,
The Resilience Shift [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

Time TBC Climate change and migration in the SudanoSahel Region

From the Africa Regional Hub. More information to come. [Regional Event VIrtual]

9.15am-10.45am (GMT) Collaborative actions to
mainstream climate resilience into energy planning and
policies

Discussing threats faced by the energy sector in the face of climate change and how
we can mainstream climate resilience into energy planning and policies, integrating
climate resilience within clean energy investments. Hosted by: International Energy
Agency, ICF. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

11.15am-12.45pm (GMT) Building the resilience of
smallholder farmers through solar powered agricultural
technologies

Live Q&A session showcasing the work innovative technologies that help
smallholder farmers enhance their livelihoods and withstand external shocks. Hosted
by: Efficiency for Access, International Energy Agency, ICF. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or
virtual platform]

13.00pm-15.00pm (GMT) Infrastructure
interdependencies; minimizing the likelihood of cascading
risk
Infrastructure systems are interconnected, interdependent and co-located. This
session discusses examples and practitioner-focused solutions to interacting risks.
Hosted by: Infrastructure Operators Adaptation Forum (IOAF), University of
Birmingham, Coalition for Climate Resilient Investment, Coalition for Disaster
Resilient Infrastructure. [Glasgow Caledonian University]

13.15pm-14.45pm (GMT) Resilient Policies: Leveraging
Water for National Climate Planning

Water needs to be taking a more prominent place in national policy making. The
session explores how water governance principles can be integrated with climate
change and DRR concerns, contributing to a sound international/national framework
for water resilience. Hosted by: Anglian Water, Mott MacDonald, Water Pavilion,
Global Center on Adaptation (GCA), GIZ (tbc) and OECD, IWMI, WMO, Global
Water Partnership GWP, United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction
(UNDRR).[Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

15.15pm-16.45pm (GMT) Climate resilience for the global
clean energy transition
Changes in climate are likely to pose a significant risk to the energy sector, directly
affecting fuel supply, energy production, physical resilience of energy infrastructure
and demand. This event will discuss how we can enhance climate resilience of the
energy system on the path towards net-zero emissions. Hosted by: International
Energy Agency, ICF.[Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

Thursday 4th November 2021 (p2 of 2)
16.00pm-17.30pm (GMT) Climate Resilient Microfinance

Microfinance reaches over 600m in developing countries. There is untapped
potential to promote adaptation by reconfiguring products to address climate change.
Featuring microfinance networks, researchers, development finance. Hosted by:
Opportunity International, Glasgow Caledonian University, University of Rwanda.
[Glasgow Caledonian University]

17.15pm-18.45pm (GMT) Supporting clean energy
entrepreneurs

A just and inclusive energy transition requires an understanding of the needs of local
clean energy entrepreneurs. This session explores obstacles and solutions to
promoting a thriving local entrepreneurship environment in the off-grid solar sector.
Hosted by: Efficiency for Access. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

18.00pm-20.00pm (GMT) Celebration of Light and Music

Orchestras from 14 different cities have collaborated with activists and scientists to
perform Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons for the UN’s ActNow campaign. AKQA, Jung
von Matt, Hugh Crosthwaite and MCCCRH use climate data, combining music
theory with computer modelling to algorithmically generate countless local variations
of Vivaldi's original 1725 composition. Altering the musical score to account for
predicted changes in rainfall, biodiversity, sea-level rise, and extreme weather
events, etc. as laid out in the IPCC's reports. [Glasgow Caledonian University]

19.00pm-20.30pm – Reception – Mobilizing private finance
for resilience
Hosted by: Willis Towers Watson, IBM, Jupiter Intelligence, PWC. [Blue Zone Hall 5
or virtual platform]

Experience Vivaldi’s Four
Seasons composed by
humanity

Friday 5th November 2021 (p1 of 2)
8.30am–10.00am (GMT) A COP26 multi-stakeholder
finance roundtable: Tackling ocean risk through innovative
solutions for climate resilience
A platform to raise ambition, combat ocean risk and build resilience through
commitments at COP 26 including pledges for financial contributions, mobilising
finance for marine & coastal Nature-based Solutions (NbS), and commitments
towards the priorities of climate-vulnerable states. Hosted by: UK/FCDO, Ocean Risk
and Resilience Action Alliance (ORRAA). [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

09.00am-10.00am (GMT) Transboundary Climate
Adaptation Risks.

From the Africa Regional Hub. More information to come. [Regional Event VIrtual]

10.30am-11.45am (GMT) Pioneering Nature-based
Solutions for Resilient Infrastructure

Challenges and key actions at project life cycle stages for Nature-based Solutions
(NbS) in the context of resilient infrastructure, with case studies and launch of white
paper on ‘Governance of Infrastructure for Resilience’ developed by Coalition for
Disaster Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI) and The Resilience Shift, in partnership with
Arup. Hosted by: Conservation International, Van Oord, and The Commonwealth
Secretariat, The Resilience Shift. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

12.00pm-13.00pm (GMT) Windows on Resilience

Grab a coffee, bring your breakfast, spend some time with us reflecting on the
conference. Featuring the Daily COPpuccino with a resilience pioneer, live interview
on news of the day, round up of the pick of COP on adaptation and resilience, and
from Glasgow and Regional Hubs. Hosted by: Adrienne Arsht Rockefeller
Foundation Resilience Center at the Atlantic Council, Global Resilience Partnership,
The Resilience Shift [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

13.00pm-14.00pm (GMT) Re-imagining the future of
water: how landscape-scale adaptation is driving the race
to water resilience

Experts from water management, social and environmental prosperity, and finance
will discuss how integrated water management, combined with strategic financing,
is driving crucial change. It will showcase how nature-based and community-led
solutions are making a real difference and act as a spur to future international
collaboration. Hosted by: Anglian Water, Mott MacDonald, Water Pavilion, Living
Deltas Research Hub. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

15.00pm-16.30pm (GMT) Culture Pathway to climate
resilience and sustainable development

This session explores the cross-cutting nature of culture and heritage and their
capacity to integrate and advance a unified vision of ‘sustainable development’ and
‘climate action.’ This showcase of culture-based strategies will also launch a new
report on the ‘The Role of Culture in Climate Resilient Development.’ Hosted by:
British Council and Climate Heritage Network, Culture Committee of UCLG. [Blue
Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

17.00pm-18.30pm (GMT) Don’t We Deserve Better?
Youth voices on building back better

Join Youth Climate Lab (YCL) and Green Africa Youth Organization (GAYO) as we
explore youth perspectives on building back better and achieving a just, climateresilient world, fostering intergenerational dialogue and identifying key insights and
opportunities to multi-solve in an age of transitions. Hosted by: Green Africa Youth
Organization, Youth Climate Lab, International Development Research Centre.
[Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

Friday 5th November 2021 (p2 of 2)
18.30pm-20.30 (GMT) Culture’s place on Earth

Just as the earth’s resources are limited, our time on earth is limited. Through film
and music, we explore our relationship to our planet on a journey around the world
through cities, exotic forests and even under water. The evening will highlight two of
the British Council’s creative commissions for climate action. Nine Earths is a
collaborative digital artwork that explores our daily demands for environmental
resources. Songs of the Earth tells a global story of climate change through
animation film and music, weaving issues from climate migration, extreme weather
to ocean pollution, deforestation and sustainable fashion. Presented by: British
Council. [Glasgow Caledonian University]

19.00pm-20.30pm (GMT) Covering climate change:
strategies for news media

The Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism is launching the new 'Oxford
Climate Journalism Network', a project designed to help journalists and newsroom
leaders transform the way they cover the climate crisis. The focus is not on individual
pieces of reporting, but on working with journalists from all over the world to help
them rethink how to approach the defining issue of our time. The two co-founders of
the network, Meera Selva and Wolfgang Blau will present and discuss their work.
Hosted by: The Reuters Institute, Oxford University, Condé Nast. [Blue Zone Hall 5
or virtual platform]

19.00pm-20.30pm (GMT) Enhancing Climate Resilience
through water by building the capacity of Youth

This session will highlight the successes and stories of young leaders and engineers
building climate resilience through water. A powerful joint youth statement with clear
climate policy recommendations will also be presented. Hosted by: Youth for Water
and Climate (YWC) Platform & World Federation of Engineering Organisations
(WFEO) Young Engineers Working Group on SDG 13. [Regional Event VIrtual]

Transforming how journalists
communicate the defining
issue of our time

Saturday 6th November 2021 (p1 of 1)
8.30am–10.00am (GMT) Culture and coastal resilience

A creative exploration of culture and coastal resilience with British Irish Council
members and critical heritage partners. Diverse voices will unravel different
perspectives on the risks, changes and challenges facing our coasts, and how our
heritage can be part of building a more resilient future. Hosted by: British Irish
Council, Climate Heritage Network. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

10.15am-11.45am (GMT) Bridging the gap on finance for
nature-based solutions - collaboration and innovation for
adaptation leadership in the global south

Investment in nature needs to grow three-fold in the coming nine years. We explore
approaches to foster an enabling environment and prepare local actors to access
nature finance and lead nature-based solutions at scale in the global south. Join us
in this dynamic session. Hosted by: AVINA. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

12.00pm-13.00pm (GMT) Resilience from Source to Sea

This will be a virtual event ‘stopping in’ at various points from the high mountains to
plains to sea – and highlighting how climate finance is being used to build resilience
and support community adaptation. Hosted by: FCDO SA Asia, International Centre
for Climate Change and Development. [Regional Event VIrtual]

13.15pm-14.45pm (GMT) ‘Stories from the frontline:
Nature-based Solutions delivering for people, climate and
nature’

This session is an interactive trip around the world exploring real-life NbS and how
they are changing people’s lives, protecting or restoring nature and driving climate
action. Hosted by: International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED),
Tree Aid, Farm Africa . [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

15.00pm-16.30pm (GMT) Resilience as the Middle
Ground: Aligning NbS and Adaptation Communities

Nature-based Solutions (NbS) and climate adaptation represent two emerging
areas of practice, evidence, and policy. This event will build upon an ongoing
program of work from WRI addressing the NbS-adaptation “middle ground” and
include global panelists and innovative cases in NbS, adaptation, and finance.
Hosted by: Anglian Water, Mott MacDonald, Water Pavilion, Water Resources
Institute (WRI), Alliance for Global Water Adaptation (AGWA). [Blue Zone Hall 5 or
virtual platform]

17.00pm-18.30pm (GMT) Bridging the Divide on Climate
– A Bipartisan Conversation with U.S. Legislators

The U.S. Congressional Delegation will be present at COP26 and, as part of a
bipartisan effort, is organizing this event to publicly announce the introduction of a
bill in the US Congress that addresses climate resilience and its impacts in the U.S.,
with a focus, among other aspects, on agricultural solutions, blue carbon and
environmental conservation. This event will also serve to discuss the Energy Act of
2020 and the bipartisan infrastructure bill, as well as market-based mechanisms to
accelerate the energy transition in the U.S. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

19.00pm-20.30pm (GMT) The Critical Role of Arts,
Culture and Heritage in Building Food and Agricultural
Resilience

This session will draw on real world examples from across the globe to explore
ways that Arts, Culture and Heritage can address issues of food and agricultural
sustainability and resilience while also considering the needs of marginalised
groups and transforming social inequalities. Hosted by: AHRC/PRAXIS + Americas
Regional Partner Angelica Arias, Climate Heritage Network, Metropolitan Institute of
Heritage-Quito, Ecuador [Regional Event VIrtual]

Sunday 7th November 2021 (p1 of 1)

REST DAY

Monday 8th November 2021 (p1 of 2)
7.00am-8.00am (GMT) Indigenous knowledge for climate
resilience
With keynote contributions from representatives of Indigenous communities from
across the globe, this event will draw on real world examples with hard-hitting short
films and discussions to address the challenges. Hosted by: Praxis/AHRC, British
Council. [Regional Event VIrtual]

08.15am-09.45am (GMT) Aligning practice, policy and
priorities through an urban water resilience agenda for
Africa

From the Africa Regional Hub. More information to come. [Regional Event VIrtual]

8.30am-9.30am (GMT) How do We Build Inclusive
Resilience - A Global Conversation

Voices from around the world will come together to ask how do we build bridges for
inclusive resilience? Weaving in emerging themes from COP26 and the Resilience
Hub, this session will explore climate justice, global south under-representation, and
lack of investment. Hosted by: MRR Innovation Lab, ORRAA, Van Oord,
International Institute for Environment and Development, Slum/Shack Dwellers
International (SDI). [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

10.00am-11.30am (GMT) Scaling-up Comprehensive Risk
Management for Climate and Disaster Resilience

This session explores how to operationalize climate and disaster risk management
through development policies, disaster risk reduction strategies, National Adaptation
Plans and financing modalities. Hosted by: Risk-informed Early Action Partnership
(REAP), Wilson Towers Watson, Global Network of Civil Society Organisations for
Disaster Reduction (GNDR), United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction
UNDRR. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

12.00pm-13.30pm (GMT) Ocean Action is Climate
Action: Accelerating Resilience to Secure a Sustainable
Future for Coastal Communities

The physical, economic and food security of nearly half the world’s population is
threatened by rising sea levels and degradation of coastal and marine ecosystems.
This session will focus on coastal resilience, the opportunities and challenges, to
highlight innovative solutions and inspire accelerated climate adaptation action.
Hosted by: Ocean Risk and Resilience Action Alliance (ORRAA), global marine
contractor Van Oord. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

11.30am-13.00pm (GMT) Analytics matters: the bedrock
of resilience, open-source data, risk modelling and
measurement as a global public good

This session is a demonstration led presentation of the latest tools to quantify flood,
earthquake and other perils, and how better standards would increase access to
transparent data sources to support strategic decisions. Hosted by: Willis Towers
Watson [Glasgow Caledonian University]

14.00pm-15.30pm (GMT) Experiencing the complexity of
future risks through serious fun

We know that information doesn’t necessarily trigger the decisions needed to save
lives. Playfully harnessing the power of data from the IPCC and the World Risk Poll,
there will be decisions with consequences. It will be actionable, serious fun.
Convened by the Resilience Hub in conjunction with the Development & Climate
Days. Hosted by: Red Cross, Red Crescent Climate Centre, Artist for Impact at the
Lloyd’s Register Foundation, Global Resilience Partnership. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or
virtual platform]

Monday 8th November 2021 (p2 of 2)
16.00pm-17.30pm (GMT) Getting money where it matters
– new initiatives for scaling-up locally led adaptation
More than 50 organizations have endorsed the Principles for Locally Led adaptation
and the challenge is now in translating these principles into tangible action. This
session will announce new actions from national governments and development
partners to scale up locally led adaptation globally. Hosted by: International Institute
for environment and Development (IIED), World Resources Institute (WRI). [Blue
Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

18.00pm-19.00pm (GMT) Champions Group on
Adaptation Finance

A new Champions Group on Adaptation Finance, launched at the UN General
Assembly in September 2021, has issued a clear political commitment to work with
developing countries to accelerate adaptation finance and invited other climate
finance providers to join them. This High Level Event will feature a discussion on
how to increase the total share of climate finance spent on adaptation and resilience,
particularly for Least Developed Countries (LDCs) and Small Island Developing
States (SIDS). Hosted by: Champions Group on Adaptation and Finance. [Blue
Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

19.00pm-20.30pm (GMT) Insuring Water Security in the
Global South

Insurance has a key role to play in managing risks from flooding, drought and other
climate change related hazards. This event explores how insurance can be used to
manage risk, particularly risks from extreme events which cannot always be
managed through design, policy, or governance alone. Speakers will introduce new
concepts and products from the insurance industry which can help manage climate
risks, including parametric insurance. Hosted by: AXA XL, Anglian Water, Mott
MacDonald, Water Pavilion. [Regional Event VIrtual]

19.00pm-20.30pm (GMT) Reception - Effective
engagement of private sector in climate resilience

Hosted by: Mott MacDonald, AXA XL. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

21.00pm-22.30pm (GMT) Early warning early action and
disaster risk reduction - Local experiences from Latin
America

Exploring how EWEA offers effective and people-centered adaptation to minimize
loss and damage caused by climate change. Hosted by: Risk-informed Early Action
Partnership (REAP), Willis Towers Watson (WTW), Global Network of Civil Society
Organisations for Disaster Reduction (GNDR), United Nations Office for Disaster
Risk Reduction (UNDRR). [Regional Event VIrtual]

22.30pm-00.00am (GMT) Centering Community and
Indigenous Voices in Effective Climate Action

Durable and effective resilience building starts with locally led approaches that
center community and indigenous voices. This event will explore the role shared
culture and heritage can play in supporting this work, with a focus on pacific and
other island communities. Hosted by: Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
University of California San Diego, Climate Heritage Network. [Regional Event
VIrtual]

Tuesday 9th November 2021 (p1 of 2)
6.00am-7.30am (GMT) Digital Tools for Water Resilience
Join this 90-minute drop-in session to see digital tools addressing water resilience,
from web-based tools for understanding exposure to physical climate change risks,
to digital twins, and apps which help deliver water resilience on-the-ground. Hosted
by: Mott MacDonald, Anglian Water, Water Pavilion. [Regional Event VIrtual]

8.00am-9.00am (GMT) Windows on Resilience

Grab a coffee, bring your breakfast, spend some time with us reflecting on the
conference. Featuring the Daily COPpuccino with a resilience pioneer, live interview
on news of the day, round up of the pick of COP on adaptation and resilience, and
from Glasgow and Regional Hubs. Hosted by: Adrienne Arsht Rockefeller
Foundation Resilience Center at the Atlantic Council, Global Resilience Partnership,
The Resilience Shift [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

9.00am-10.00 (GMT) Green affordable homes: a scalable
solution for inclusive sustainable and resilient African
cities.
From the Africa Regional Hub. More information to come. [Regional Event VIrtual]

9.15am-10.45am (GMT) Technological innovations that
connect Early Warning Early Action (EWEA) and Disaster
Response and Recovery (DRR)
New tools, data sets, financial innovation and best practices for tackling specific
challenges related to early action mechanisms in DRR. Hosted by: Risk-informed
Early Action Partnership (REAP), Willis Towers Watson, Global Network of Civil
Society Organisations for Disaster Reduction (GNDR), United Nations Office for
Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR). [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

11.15am-12.45pm (GMT) Urban resilience and the NDCs
How should urban resilience practice evolve to help
unlock the full potential of the NDCs?

This event will take stock of the strengths of urban resilience practice as well as
what needs to evolve to indeed contribute to unlock the full potential of the urban
action in the NDCs, in the current and the next cycles. Hosted by: Arup, UN-Habitat,
University of Southern Denmark, Resilient Cities Network, Cities Alliance. [Blue
Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

12.00pm-13.30pm (GMT) We need to talk about mental
health and climate anxiety

People are understandably experiencing psychological distress as a result of our
changing climate. This event on mental health explores the impact climate change
has on our minds and how to use our emotions, passions, and skills to implement
meaningful climate action. Hosted by: Extreme Heat Resilience Alliance. [Glasgow
Caledonian University]

15.15pm-16.45pm (GMT) Integrated Solutions for Just
and Resilient Food Systems

In the transition to just, sustainable, and resilient food systems we can use
integrated and inclusive approaches to repurposing public agriculture policies,
mobilising investments, scaling agricultural innovation, and securing land tenure
rights. These can reinforce one another, supporting more resilient communities.
Hosted by: Just Rural Transition Initiative / Meridian Institute. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or
virtual platform]

Tuesday 9th November 2021 (p2 of 2)
17.15pm-18.45pm (GMT) Cultural Heritage, Resilience &
the Built Environment: an intergenerational dialogue

Join intergenerational discussions with experts from Asia, Africa, Europe, and the
Americas about how knowledge of traditional built heritage and tools for future
resilience in our existing knowledge, help prepare for a resilient future. Hosted by:
Climate Heritage Network, Historic England. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

19.00pm-20.30pm (GMT) – Managing Partner Reception

Drop in to meet the team supporting partners to create and deliver the COP Resilience
Hub. Share your experience of COP and your resilience and adaptation highlights to
feed into the Windows on Resilience series. Hosted by: Adrienne Arsht Rockefeller
Foundation Resilience Center at the Atlantic Council, Global Resilience Partnership,
The Resilience Shift. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

19.15pm-20.45pm (GMT) Exploring the potential for arts,
culture and heritage to tackle gender and diversity in
climate resilience and adaptation

Inequalities affect how different groups are impacted by the climate emergency. We
explore the potential for arts, culture and heritage to include gender and diversity in
the climate resilience conversation. Hosted by: PRAXIS. [Regional Event VIrtual]

21.00pm-22.30pm (GMT) Empowering Solar Power
Projects Worldwide through Global Data

Virtual showcase & live demonstration of the NASA POWER platform that provides
solar and meteorological data sets from NASA research for support of renewable
energy, building energy efficiency and agricultural needs. Walk through of decisionmaking for solar projects at a range of scales worldwide including Africa.
Hosted by: NASA, ICF, USAID. [Regional Event VIrtual]

[Regional Event VIrtual]

Look out for events from
around the globe, hosted by
Regional partners

Wednesday 10th November 2021 (p1 of 2)
8.00am-9.00am (GMT) Windows on Resilience

13.15pm-14.45pm (GMT) Knowledge for transformative
action towards a resilient future

9.15am-10.45am (GMT) Future proofing transport: design
codes and standards - why do they matter and how can
they evolve?

15.15pm-16.45pm (GMT) Locally-led solutions to DRR
and anticipatory action: challenges, lessons learned and
ideas for scaling up

10.00am-11.30am GMT) Community action to ensure
inclusive climate adaptation and migration.

17.15pm-18.45pm (GMT) Humanitarians at the forefront:
Scaling up climate action and finance flows to frontline
communities

Grab a coffee, bring your breakfast, spend some time with us reflecting on the
conference. Featuring the Daily COPpuccino with a resilience pioneer, live interview
on news of the day, round up of the pick of COP on adaptation and resilience, and
from Glasgow and Regional Hubs. Hosted by: Adrienne Arsht Rockefeller
Foundation Resilience Center at the Atlantic Council, Global Resilience Partnership,
The Resilience Shift [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

Codes and standards must incorporate changing climate risk. This session will
showcase initiatives and best practice, stories and key questions to be debated
around standards and codes for an evolving world. Hosted by: Infrastructure
Operators Adaptation Forum (IOAF), Climate Sense, University of Birmingham,
Coalition for Climate Resilient Investment, Coalition for Disaster Resilient
Infrastructure. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

More information to come.

11.15am-12.45pm (GMT) Fostering connections between
nature and play, for children’s well-being and resilience.

By fostering links between nature and play, government authorities, communities
and key stakeholders, can create and safeguard valuable ecosystem services while
reclaiming play in cities, with benefits for the planet and society. Hosted by: Arup,
Real Play Coalition, Resilient Cities Network. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

In this engaging and interactive session, the three hosting initiatives will share their
different but complementary approaches to ensure adaptation action is locally-led
and able to tackle the challenges of climate change in the 21st century. Hosted by:
Resilience Knowledge Coalition (RKC), Climate and Development Knowledge
Network (CDKN), Adaptation Research Alliance (ARA) [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual
platform]

This session will showcase locally-led/locally-owned solutions to climate adaptation,
resilience building and early action, and it will engage participants in a discussion
on how anticipatory action can be scaled up and institutionalised. Hosted by: Riskinformed Early Action Partnership (REAP), Willis Towers Watson, Global Network of
Civil Society Organisations for Disaster Reduction (GNDR), United Nations Office
for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR). [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

This session will convene governments and humanitarian and development actors
in a practical discussion and call to action with the aim of stepping-up climate action
and ensuring that climate finance flows to frontline communities. Hosted by: Riskinformed Early Action Partnership (REAP), Willis Towers Watson, Global Network of
Civil Society Organisations for Disaster Reduction (GNDR), [Blue Zone Hall 5 or
virtual platform] United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR).
[Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

Wednesday 10th November 2021 (p2 of 2)
19.00pm-20.30pm (GMT) – Reception - Data and tools for
climate resilience
Hosted by: Google and Arup. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

21.00pm-22.30pm (GMT) DARAJA : The Weather Bridge
for Early Action - Understanding and Scaling the Ultra
Inclusive Early Warning Service in the Race to Resilience
How did a city and community forecasting service achieve exceptionally high early
action rates from some of the most vulnerable residents of Nairobi, with similar
results in Dar es Salaam. The award-winning pioneers of DARAJA - national
weather forecasters, Red Cross climate scientists and community leaders - to tell
the story of DARAJA. Hosted by: REAP, WTW, GNDR, UNDRR, DARAJA.
[Regional Event VIrtual]

1) REGISTER ON THE PLATFORM
2) ADD EVENTS TO YOUR CALENDAR
3) WATCH THE LIVE STREAM

[Glasgow Caledonian University]

Our partners Glasgow
Caledonian University are part
of the physical Resilience Hub
offering open events

Thursday 11th November 2021 (p1 of 2)
4.00am-5.30am (GMT) Locally led adaptation for climate
change resilience in Asian mega-deltas

Asian mega-deltas are a crucial natural resource ecosystem for more than 150
million people and they face the growing threat of climate change. This session will
amplify delta voices to create the basis for continued knowledge exchange towards
policy development, so that delta dwellers have a more effective voice in decision
making. Hosted by: UKRI, GCRF, Living Deltas Hub, [Regional Event VIrtual]

8.00am-9.00am (GMT) Windows on Resilience

Grab a coffee, bring your breakfast, spend some time with us reflecting on the
conference. Featuring the Daily COPpuccino with a resilience pioneer, live interview
on news of the day, round up of the pick of COP on adaptation and resilience, and
from Glasgow and Regional Hubs. Hosted by: Adrienne Arsht Rockefeller
Foundation Resilience Center at the Atlantic Council, Global Resilience Partnership,
The Resilience Shift [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

08.00am-10.00am (GMT) Integrating a Net-Zero energy
system transformation with the needs of sustainable cities

Cities and buildings can help play a crucial role in transforming our energy system to
meet net-zero goals via clean electrification. Join our panellists to learn how
sustainable cities such as Copenhagen are creating partner ecosystems and
deploying technologies to reimagine how built infrastructure can support and
accelerate the energy transition. Hosted by: IBM [Glasgow Caledonian University]

9.15-10.45 (GMT) Resilient cities for all: enabling inclusive
climate responses in the global north and south
Exploring enablers of change facilitating urban resilience, and how different groups
can contribute, sharing learning, to strengthen the global community of practice.
Hosted by: Sniffer, UK Core Cities Adaptation, International Institute for Environment
and Development (IIED). [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

11.15am-12.45pm (GMT) Race to Resilience :
Transformation Announcements

Race to Resilience partners, aiming to make significant and innovative changes to
the systems we currently operate in, will share details on the impact they will create
through their solutions by 2030. Join us from around the world to learn about how
these partners are implementing and scaling Transformations that will support the
campaign’s overall goal of reaching 4 billion people in the most vulnerable
communities. Hosted by: Race to Resilience Campaign together with High Level
Champions. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

13.15pm-14.45pm (GMT) The health-climate nexus:
delivering a virtuous cycle of benefits

lll-health and climate change are interrelated global threats, and the solutions to
each are also intertwined. This session will highlight synergies and offer proactive
and deliverable solutions, including nature-based, place-based and regenerative
examples that provide climate resilience while contributing to health and wellbeing.
Hosted by: Mott MacDonald. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

15.00pm-16.30pm (GMT) What makes urban
infrastructure resilient to weather and climate change?

Here we showcase transdisciplinary thinking and leadership around what makes
resilient, sustainable and just interventions in urban areas that benefit people and
the planet as well as case studies and practical methodologies to support resilient
infrastructure decision-making. Hosted by: University of Birmingham, Strengthening
Infrastructure Risk Management in the Atlantic Area (SIRMA), UKCRIC, Coalition
for Climate Resilient Investment, Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure.
[Glasgow Caledonian University]

Thursday 11th November 2021 (p2 of 2)
15.15pm-16.45pm (GMT) Cities and Regions mobilizing
for housing resilience

19.15pm-20.45pm (GMT) Empowering heat action at City
Hall: The Chief Heat Officer

Mayors and regional leaders discuss how they are overcoming barriers of people,
money and technology to create climate-resilient housing for all. Leaders will share
best practices and examples of programs and initiatives, with insights into how to
implement and scale resilient housing across the world. Hosted by: Build Change in
partnership with city governments. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

The first three appointed Chief Heat Officers-(CHOs) in the world are city officials
fully dedicated to think, plan and implement extreme heat-related policies and
actions to protect its population from heat-health risks. Three CHO "lightning talks",
will be followed by discussion and the sharing of specific initiatives from their cities.
Hosted by: Atlantic Council, Extreme Heat Alliance. [Regional Event VIrtual]

17.15pm-18.45pm (GMT) Joint Water Pavilion &
Resilience Hub Event: Accelerating Action in Water
Resilience in Cities and the Built Environment

22.30pm-00.00am (GMT) Understanding Systems and
Tools for Change in cities - The Bedrock for
Transformative Climate Action

With increasing numbers of people living in cities, water resilience in the built
environment is an increasingly important topic. This event will explore water
resilience issues faced by cities and will showcase stories of water resilience
solutions from around the globe. Hosted by: Arup, The Resilience Shift, WaterAid,
World Resources Institute, Resilient Cities Network, Stockholm International Water
Institute, IWA. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

19.15pm-20.45pm (GMT) Voices from the community
shaping resilience enhancing infrastructure - Advancing
Urban Equity, the Bedrock for Transformative Climate
Action

PEAK Urban findings and WRI’s World Resources Report highlight that cities are
complex systems of systems. They cannot be planned for through the sciences of
(P)rediction alone. Our session explores urban (E)mergence from the interactions of
city systems and the (A)doption of new technologies, alongside the valuing of
(K)nowing or perspectives. Hosted by: PEAK Urban and Oxford Martin Informal
Cities, University of Oxford, World Resources Institute (WRI), Climate Sense. [Blue
Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

In the context of changing cities, and the impact of this change on populations in
different income countries, this session showcases a framework for change based
on the University of Oxford’s PEAK Urban and WRI’s flagship World Resources
Report, Towards a More Equal City that offers 7 crucial transformations for equity
and sustainability. Hosted by: PEAK Urban/ Oxford Martin Informal Cities/ University
of Oxford, World Resources Institute (WRI), UK Research and Innovation (URKI)/
Global Challenges Research Fund (GCRF. [Regional Event VIrtual]

1) REGISTER ON THE PLATFORM
2) ADD EVENTS TO YOUR CALENDAR
3) WATCH THE LIVE STREAM

Friday 12th November 2021 (p1 of 1)
8.00am-9.00am (GMT) Shifting theory and practice
across the infrastructure value chain

The 2 weeks at the COP26 Resilience Hub are bringing an unprecedented number
of actors from across the value chain together, sharing their theory and practice for
enhancing resilience. This is game changing. However, we can still see that
decisions and new developments can be made in silos. Two new initiatives are
focused on breaking down these silos, and delivering the climate resilient
infrastructure that communities depend on. Hosted by: the International Coalition for
Sustainable Infrastructure (ICSI), The Resilience Shift. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual
platform]

10.00am-11.30am (GMT) Race to Resilience - Making
measurement make the difference to vulnerable people,
communities and natural systems
Session on metrics. Hosted by: Race to Resilience. [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual
platform]

12.00pm-13.30pm (GMT) Windows on Resilience –
Pause and reflect on the two weeks of the COP26
Resilience Hub

Reflective event: Grab a coffee, bring your breakfast, spend some time with us
reflecting on the conference. Featuring the last Daily COPpuccino with a resilience
pioneer, live interview on news of the day, round up of the pick of COP on adaptation
and resilience, and from Glasgow and Regional Hubs. Hosted by: Adrienne Arsht
Rockefeller Foundation Resilience Center at the Atlantic Council, Global Resilience
Partnership, The Resilience Shift [Blue Zone Hall 5 or virtual platform]

We look forward to adaptation
and resilience being part of
every future COP.
A huge THANK YOU to all
Hub partners at COP26

For further information please contact:
info@cop-resilience-hub.org

